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This report was prepared to document work sponsored by the United States
Government Neither the United States nor its agent, the United States Department of
Energy,nor anyFederalemployees,nor anyoftheir contractors,subcontractorsor their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsioility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights.
Summary Electric power measurement can be accomplishedthrough the use of several different techniques; but
The widebandelectricpower measurement related those techniques applicable to accurate wideband
topics of electronic wattmeter calibration and power measurements are limited. The rapidly
specification are discussed. Tested calibration advancing electronics field has made it economically
techniques are described in detail. Analytical attractive to measure power by using voltage signals
methods used to determine the bandwidth proportional to the source or load voltage and
requirementsof instrumentation for switchingcircuit current, and then employing electronic
waveforms are presented and illustrated with multiplication. Devices to generate a voltage signal
examples from electric vehicle type applications, proportional to instantaneous current (e.g., current
Analog multiplier wattmeters, digital wattmeters, shunts) are therefore an important part of electric
and calculating digital oscilloscopesare compared, power measurement instrumentation. Once a voltage
The instrumentation characteristicswhichare critical signal has been generated by the current sensor, the
to accurate wideband power measurement are also electrical wattmeter instrument is reduced to an
described, electronic box which amplifies signals where needed
The majorconclusionsreachedare: and then multiplies instantaneous current and
(1) Electronic wattmeters capable of measuring voltage, resulting in an instantaneous power signal.
power in switchingcircuit applications are available. Average power can then be readily obtained by time
(2) Commercialanalytical instruments can be used average integration or low pass filtering.
to determinethe power bandwidth requirements. Accuracy over a wide bandwidth and for small
(3) Errors are minimized when the current and power factors is an important parameter of a
voltage channels are matched in phase shift, but the wattmeter for switching applications. Other
matching must include the current transducers and important characteristics are differential inputs (to
all signal conditioning electronics, reduce restrictions on shunt and voltage probe
(4) Calibration of wideband wattmeters using locations), sufficient range selection,and reasonable
variable frequency,variable phase sine waveformsis cost.
the only NBS-traceablemethod available. Wideband electronic wattmeters (we are referring
in this report to power sourcewattmeters rather than
rf wattmeters) and current shunts are commercially
Introduction available today. The use of coaxial shunts for
wideband applications is being increasinglyaccepted
The rapid improvement in power switching (ref. 1). Coaxial shunts are designedto sustain high
electronics during the past several years has peak power and current inputs in a housing which
generated new applications for on/off switching minimizes inductive effects. Although originally
controllers (choppers) and dc-to-ac inverters. One intended for large transient current measurement,
important application is for dc motor drive systems their broad, flat frequency response and their
such as those found in electric vehicles.As for any continuous power handling capabilitiesare sufficient
power sourceor controller, the power efficiencyis a for most power switching applications. Analytical
key parameter. To determine the efficienciesof a instruments are also available with which an
battery-speed control chopper-dc motor system, the instrumentation specialist can determine the
required test instrumentation must include a means bandwidth requirements of his power measurement.
for accurate electricpower measurement. Due to the But questions still remain in the field of wideband
action of the chopper, which switchespower at rates power measurement. How should electronic
ranging from 400 hertz to 20 kilohertz, the system wattmeters be calibrated to ensure accurate
generates ac power components. While the largest measurements? How should current shunts be
part of the averagepower deliveredto the dc motor is calibrated? What spectral measurements should be
de, the accomponents of the power can be significant made in a given application to define bandwidth
at frequenciesmany timesthe fundamental chopping requirements? This report was written to aid the test
frequency, engineer in answering the questions of wattmeter
calibration and bandwidth requirements by discussed in this report, is subject to the errors
describing techniques for wattmeter calibration and presented.
by describing the analysis of wideband power
measurement requirements and specifications.
To describe the power characteristics of the Symbols
nonsinusoidal periodic waveforms generated by
choppers and related switching systems, the Fourier F1,F2 corner frequencies, Hz
series components (sine and cosine waves f frequency, Hz
harmonically related to the fundamental switching fl input signal frequency, Hz
frequency) of these waveforms are generally used as a Hl(_O),H2(c0), transfer functions in frequency
mathematical tool (refs. I and 2). By comparing the H4(co) domain
power content of the sum of the Fourier components iave average current magnitudewith the power contained in the nonsinusoidal
waveforms, one can determine the required Ii Fourier series rms coefficient of ith
frequency bandwidth of the instrumentation used to harmonic of current waveform,
measure power. The average power equals the i(t)
summation of all terms of the form IiV i cos 0i, where Ik complex coefficient of kth term of
Ii is the rms current magnitude of the Fourier Fourier exponential series of
component at frequency i, Vi is the corresponding periodic i(t)
rms voltage magnitude, and Oi is the phase angle Ip peak current magnitude
between the I and V waveforms of frequency i. Irms rms current magnitude
Experimental data on the harmonic content of i1 rms current magnitude at input
chopper driven dc motors has been published (ref. 3). frequency flCalibration of the current shunts and electronic
i(t) instantaneous current as a function
wattmeters used in wideband power measurements
can be based on accurately known sine wave inputs of time t
over the frequencies of interest provided that the J x/-1
instrument to be calibrated is linear. This report N number of samples
describes wattmeter calibration techniques using Pave average power
phase-shifted sinusoidal waveforms Pxy(w) cross-power spectrum of XT(t) and
Fourier series techniques for the analysis of YT(t)
nonsinusoidal but periodic waveforms have been
used for applications involving communications p(t) instantaneous power as a functionof time t
systems, vibrational and stress diagnostics, and
control systems. Spectrum analyzers are usually T time period
employed. These analysis techniques can also be used t time
for wideband power measurements involving td time delay
switching electronics. But since phase angle is also tr rise time, sec
important, many spectrum analyzers cannot provide ts time between samples
all of the information necessary to accurately Vave average voltage magnitudeevaluate power spectra. In this case, correlation
analyzers and Fourier transform analyzers are of Vi Fourier series rms coefficient of ith
value, but present a higher cost. The cost of harmonic of voltage v(t)
analytical equipment has perhaps been a deterrent to Vk complex coefficient of kth term of
its use by many test engineers involved with inverter Fourier exponential series of
or chopper drives for machinery, periodic v(t)
A recent report (ref. 2) mathematically analyzed Vo wattmeter output voltage
the frequency components in a switching controller Vo(_0) multiplier output voltage in
application. That report also analyzed errors in the frequency domain
measurement of average power of sinusoidal signals.
This report will present some experimental data Vp peak voltage magnitude
related to these analyses. Investigators (refs. 2 and 4) Vrms rms voltage magnitude
have also calculated errors in using sampling II1 rms voltage magnitude at
techniques for electrical power measurement. The frequency fl
use of digital oscilloscopes as analytical tools, as Vl(w),V2(co) Fourier transforms of Vl(t), v2(t)
v(t) instantaneous voltage as a function 80-
of time t
XT(f) Fourier transform of XT(t)
x dummy variable
xT(t) function of time for 0 _<t - T 60--
YT(]) Fourier transform of YT(t) _x
YT(t) function of time for 0 --<t--<T
(5(x) delta function of x _ 4a--
Oi phase angle between Fourier series ="
terms of ith harmonic for v(t) _ tr • 1ps
and i(t)
7"a,rb reciprocals of _Oa,Wb 2C
_Oamp amplifier output phase shift °'--t r - 10ps
_oI phase angle between current and
voltage at frequency fl I I [ I I
_0 angular frequency, radians/sec .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
.Wa,O_b,Wc corner frequenciesfor transfer Chopperdutycycle
functions, radians/sec (a)Requiredwattmeterbandwidthfor resistiveloadpower
_01 input frequency, radians/sec measurementtowithin1percentfor2-kilohertzchopped
system,for chopperswitchingtimesof1and10micro-
seconds.
Wideband Electronic Wattmeters 2€/
> I_ 0.Sms "I
The bandwidth definition of a "wideband" - I Dutycyclex0.5ms> L- i I
wattmeter, as with any instrument, will depend upon *" _ /r--
the application. A dc-to-100-kilohertz or a dc-to-1- _' / \ /megahertz wattm ter would be considered a
"wideband" instrument for most applications --4 1.,__,.q _ Time,t, sec
involving power switching. However, the bandwidth .... "
.... z__Switchingtime
specification of a wattmeter is usually a function of
the input power factor. A commercial (b)V01tagewavef0rmsfor chopped10ad.
"20-kilohertz" wattmeter was tested with sinusoidal Figure1. - Chopperpowermeasurement.
waveforms to be accurate to within 1 percent of full
scale to 30 kilohertz with an input power factor of
1.0, but showed an error of about 5 percent of full The case of a load with a reactive component
scale at 20 kilohertz with a power factor of 0.5, would alter the bandwidth requirements due to
indicating that its bandwidth specification was rated varying impedance and phase angle with Fourier
for resistive loads. For many applications involving frequency.
inductance or capacitance, the wattmeter would
exhibit errors greater than 1percent of full scale at 10 Analog Multiplier Wattmeters
kilohertz.
Figure 1illustrates the bandwidth requirements for Figure 2 is the simplified block diagram of an
a typical application involving a switched (chopped) idealized electronic wattmeter based on an analog
2-kilohertz power system and a resistive load. The multiplier. The input amplifiers are shown as
figure plots the required instrument bandwidth to differential amplifiers. Commercial electronic
measure power to within 1 percent as a function of wattmeters may not have this feature. In some
duty cycle "on" time for two cases of state-of-the-art instances, the inputs are single-ended and are
power switching times. The data in the figure were referred to the instrument chassis. In other
obtained from computer calculations wherein instruments the low side of the current and voltage
Fourier components of the waveform (fig. l(b))were inputs must be tied together but this common can
summed, as frequency increased, until the total was float off chassis ground. In this latter case, the
within 1percent of full scale of the actual power. The instrument may not have been designed for wideband
summation assumed an ideal low pass filter, that is, common mode rejection so that any significant
components above the cutoff frequency were common mode voltage at chopping frequencies can
disregarded completely, cause large errors. Again depending upon the
 h°ntI
Vl _ . p(t)
Figure2. - Analogmultiplier-basedelectronicwattmeterblockdiagram.
application, the wattmeter input configuration can one channelonly in a simulatedpower measurement,
be a major source of error, wherein generator signals were fed to a wideband
Other instruments capable of wideband power wattmeter, as shown in figure 3. Data were obtained
measurements have their input amplifiers with and without the external amplifier so that the
capacitively coupled, thereby eliminating any dc internal wattmeter mismatch effects could be
response. These types of ac power wattmeters must corrected in determining the mismatch due to the
be used in conjunction with dc power wattmeters to amplifier alone.
measure total power where a dc component is Test data were obtained for 50-kilohertzsinewave
present, inputs phase shifted at 0", 60", and 80*. At a
Since the current shunt voltage is typically low frequencyratio (input frequency to the 1-megahertz
(tens to hundreds of mV), the current channel corner frequency)of 0.05, the calculated amplifier
amplifiermust havea gain of about 10to 100to raise phase shift _Pamp for a first order amplifier gain
the current signal amplitude to design levels for the characteristic is 3". This deviation from the
analog multiplier circuit. The voltage amplifier is generatedphase angle translates to a calculated error
primarily an isolation amplifier, sincetypicalvoltage in power of about 9 percent of readingat a generated
amplitudes are 10to 200 volts. Unlessthe wattmeter phase angleof 60° and about 30 percentof reading at
has been carefully designed, the difference in an angleof 80*.
amplifier function betweenthe two channelscan lead Data taken with and without the differential
to phase errors at the amplifier outputs. In addition amplifier revealed a phase shift caused by the
to the amplifiers built into wattmeters, signal amplifierof 5" at 50kilohertz. The phase-shiftpower
conditioning amplifiers are sometimes used at the error for 5*is 15and 50percent of reading at phase
inputs to the wattmeter. Whether the amplification is angles of 60* and 80", respectively. The amplifier
internal to the wattmeter or added to the power output magnitude rolloffat 1 megahertzwas verified
measurement instrumentation for a special purpose, to be 0.70,the expectedvaluefor a first order system.
overall channel matching is important, as shown by Since a 5*phase shift at 50kilohertz for a first order
the followingdata and discussion, system implies a -3-decibelpoint at 600 kilohertz, it
Amplifiersare often treated in system analyses as was probable that the output characteristic of this
having first order gain characteristicsreferencedto a
single value corner frequency. Power measurement
errors have been calculated for mismatched first I-MHz
order input channels in a wattmeter (ref. 2). To amplifier-/
experimentally evaluate the applicability of '['_ _o,._oomo
calculations of this type to real power measurement Generator]
instrumentation, tests were made on a typical high { Iquality wideband differential amplifier. The _01differentialinput, variable gain, variablebandwidth I Wattmeter
amplifier tested would be a possiblechoice for Reference I
applications where current shunt placement requires out "0°1 v
a floating input. I
Test data weretaken on the mismatcherror caused Figure 3. - Test setup for determining effectsof amplifiercharacteristicson
by adding the l-megahertz bandwidth amplifier in channelmatching.
amplifier was of higher order (although no explicit power output p and an average power output Pave.
phase-shift test data were taken to verify this). The former output is of secondary use in most
The important point illustrated here is that, applications. The average power defined by
although the amplifier magnitude error at 50 1 rr 1 rr
kilohertz is below I percent, the phase shift-related I i(t)v(t) dt= _ p(t) dt
power error was large at large phase angles. An 7" 0 7" 0
amplifier bandwidth of 10 times data bandwidth is is normally derived by filtering the multiplier output.
not always sufficient for 1 percent accuracy when The filter time constant must be large enough to
phase angle shifts must be considered, reduce the ripple caused by the lowest frequency
Also to be emphasized, an amplifier gain roll-off components of the multiplier output. This constraint
(with frequency) test may not be sufficient to allow must be balanced by the application requirements for
amplifier matching if the amplifiers are of different response time to source or load variations. Because
design. Table I illustrates the calculated phase angle, of the filter, there is a potential incompatibility
for a cascade of two first order systems, at the between fast response to average power fluctuation
-3-decibel magnitude frequency for selected and effective filteringoflow frequency instantaneous
combinations of pole frequencies that could be power waveforms.
encountered in amplifier designs.
The x-5x entry can be used to explain the Digital Wattmeters
1-megahertz amplifier data previously cited. The
calculations show that in a second order system A digitalwattmeter utilizes digital multiplication in
comprised of a 5-megahertz amplifier of first order generating power information from voltage and
followed by a first order filter with a corner at 1 current inputs. (Although commercial analog
megahertz, the-3 decibel magnitude oil-off point will multiplier wattmeters are available in which the
occur at 980 kilohertz, but the phase angle _Parnpat average power output is digitized, this "digital
980 kilohertz will be 55.3 ° Therefore, output"-type wattmeter is not a digital wattmeter in
magnitudewise, the amplifier will look similar to a the normally used sense.) In the wattmeter shown in
first order system at the -3-decibel point, but it will figure 4, the analog voltages representing current and
have excessive phase shift, voltage are individually digitized at a rate many times
In this discussion, we are not suggesting that that of the input frequencies. All instantaneous
suitable differential amplifiers for wideband power power calculations are performed digitally, either in
instrumentation cannot be found, but we are again a digital multiplier circuit or in a computer. Then
recommending careful selection and matching, average power can either be digitally calculated or
Amplifier specifications for bandwidth are not can be generated as a filtered analog signal as shown
sufficient information to ensure this matching, in figure 4. The analog input circuits of the digital
The appendix presents a simplified wattmeter wattmeter have the same constraints as in analog
model parameter which can be experimentally multiplier wattmeters. The primary advantage of a
determined and used to predict wattmeter accuracy digital wattmeter is that the system errors following
as a function of frequency and power factor, digitization can approach zero. Also, the
Referring again to the idealized electronic multiplication does not have to be accomplished in
wattmeter, figure 2 shows both an instantaneous real time if the data samples can be stored. Thus the
digital wattmeter bandwidth is limited only by the
TABLEI.-CALCULATEDPHASE matching of the signal conditioning and the digitizing
rates. Quantization error can be a disadvantage of a
SHIFT FOR SECOND ORDER digital wattmeter, especially when readings
SYSTEMWITHCORNER FREQUENCIES significantly less than full scale are desired.
OF F I AND F2 AT -3-DECIBEL The only known commercial instrument which can
MAGNITUDEPOINT qualify as a "digital wattmeter" was not designed as
a wattmeter. The instrument is a calculating digital
F1, F2, Fat-3 dB Phase angle oscilloscope which can store, in a microcomputer
Hz Hz magnitudepoint), at _amp, memory, data from two input channel digitizers.
Hz deg Subsequent calculations can be performed to
x co x 45 generate instantaneous power, followed by the
x 5x 0.98x 55.3 integration necessary to give average power. The
x 2x .84x 62.6 major limitations in the use of a calculating digital
x 1.5x .77x 64.5 oscilloscope are two: (1) the front end amplifiersx x .64x 65.5
have single-ended inputs, (2) the power calculations
t 1
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Figure4. - Digitalwattmeterblockdiagram.
take a significant amount of time so that a electronic wattmeter and a calculating digital
continuous power reading is not available. (Further oscilloscope.The data were obtained with a variety
important uses for a digital oscilloscope will be of input waveforms generated by a digital phase
discussedin a later section.) generator. Table II is a summary of the data,
showing the input characteristics and the
discrepanciesbetween the measurements of the two
Comparison of Electronic Wattmeter Readings instruments. The maximum error shown is 0.5
percent of full scale of the analog wattmeter. These
In the previous section on digital wattmeters, the data show that electronic wattmeters are presently
use of a digital oscilloscope as a wattmeter was available that can accurately(better than 1 percent of
discussed. We present here comparisons of power full scale) measure wideband power for input
data obtained with an analog multiplier-based waveformstypical of switchingpower sources.
TABLE If.-COMPARISON OF DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE AND ANALOG
ELECTRONIC WATTMETER POWER MEASUREMENTS
FOR VARIOUS INPUT WAVEFORMS
Waveform Frequency, Voltage Digital wattmeter Discrepancy
type kHz to
current Sampling Reading, Percent of Percent of
phase rate, W reading full scale
angle, kHz
deg
Sine 5 0 500 13.6 1 0. I
20 0 500 13.6 I .2
50 0 500 13.3 1 .1
Square 20 0 500 26.5 2 0.5
20 45 500 14.6 3 .4
Square + dc 1 0 200 22.6 I 0.2
45 I 17.3 1 .2
90 11.5 2 .2
180 .3 0 .0
0 -17.0 .5 .I
90 f -8.6 1 . I
90 500 -8.6 1 . I
CaibrationTechniquescv0ageV0ae vidersanarc lWatmeerWideband voltage multiplying wattmeters with _ I Izn out[ °* °external shunts can be easily calibrated to within 1 [ [ I [ o o I opercent of full scale from dc to 100kilohertz for in-phase inputs. The voltage standards and voltmeters
are directly certifiable by the National Bureau of (aJdctest.
Standards(NBS)'The°ut'°f'phasecalibrati°n°ver [acv°Itage ]i WattmeterL_/ _'Denoteshighside
the samerange is limitedby the range of frequencyor standard_ [ , ofinput/output
voltage levels in currently availablephase generators c I v° °
and is not directly NBStraceable. Although the NBS c I ° I
does not certify phase generators or meters, the
electronic industry has accepted a phase angle _n_ o _t[standard that uses a ratio transformer certifiedby the Voltagedivider
NBS. Currently available phase-meters do have the
required range and accuracyand can be referencedto ___, _time and frequencystandards. PhasemeterThe calibration technique described here is used
because the standards are available and the
Digital
calibration method will sufficiently characterize the voltmeter
wattmeter response to waveformsof current interest.
If known sine wave voltage levelswith known phase Ib)In-phasetesL
angles are applied t° the wattmeter' then the [Phasegenerat°r]11
bandwidth can be determined for any phase angle. ]Reference _p Digital
The four quadrant (0" to 360*) sine wave response IoT0,ut ° ut voltmeteraccuracy will etermine he limit to whichharmonics "T
of distorted waveformSarecan beormeasured.waveTh 1"[1 , °_r"%-"====_'t"]
validity of this calibration technique is based on the I watt- t [Phase-
followingfactors: (1) the inputs are voltagelevels, (2) meter [ [ meter ]
I i
the voltage levels accuratedc sine values °_
and (3) the phase angleof the sinewaveinputs can be f' ° I / Inl /I _2
varied throughout 0* to 360* and measured ' '1 J
accurately at the wattmeter input.
Because of equipment limitations the calibration tc_Out-of-phase test
operationis separatedinto threedifferenttests.(l) a Figure5. - Wattmetercalibrationequipmentandconnectionblockdiagrams.
deresponsetest, (2)anacin-phaseresponsetest,and
(3) an ac out-of-phaseresponsetest. Full scale
accuracy,linearity and bandwidthdata are taken
over the complete input range in the de and ac in-
phase tests. The input voltage levelsand phase angle
should be monitored for each data point. The out-of- Frequency,
phase test is run separately because the available f,
phase angle generators do not have the complete _ 1.0-- Hz
€-
output capabilitiesdesired for full scaleaccuracyand _ _ o 100
linearity data. _ [] 2000o
Systemconnections for performing the abovetests >"_'== O--
are shown in figure 5 for a wattmeter with single- _ _=
ended inputs. At high frequencies some phase shift -
willoccur through the voltage divider in the in-phase _ I ] ] ] ]
test; however, the amount of error can be calculated -1.0 20 40 60 80 100
from the phase angle and input level readings. The "Current"input,mV
data can then be corrected, but in most cases the Figure6. - TypicaldataforwattmeterIinearitycalibration
error will be insignificant, at 100hertzand20kilohertz, plottedaspercentdevia-
Data from the preceding tests can now be plotted tionfromzerotofull scalestraightlineversuscurrent
to show the wattmeter characteristics as shown in the inputmagnitudeat fullscalevoltageinput V1 - 20
examples in figures 6 and 7. The phase angle data Vrms.
Phaseangle,
t#,
deg
1.o- rn o
0 30S
o
E
-I. I l l+lilll I ,lJl,l,l l , I_I,I,I I , I,I,I,I
iO2 103 104 105 106
Frequency,Hz
Figure7.-Typicaldatashowingpowermeasurementerrorat00and300phaseanglesasafunctionffrequency.
showninfigure7 arelimitedtofrequencieslessthan
50 kilohertz by the digital phase angle generator fI.... i
which was selected for its separate variable outputs vb lCh0pper[ "+ Vm
-- -- Fieldwinding ._t.-
and its ease of use. From data of this type, a -_I_ =Battery _/ Iml{'/_ =wattmeter's bandwidth can be determined for a
desired accuracy over the range of input phase Battery [Motor (._)Mot0rarmature
current [current LIJ
angles, shunt [shunt I
Complete testing of all wattmeter ranges is advised --w. _L "
to characterize a wattmeter. Testing at selected rb
frequencies and phase angles may be sufficient to + ._t_- -_
recheck calibration and in calibrating additional - -
wattmeters of the same model type. Figure&- Simplifiedschematicof chopper-drivendcmotor.
The same equipment connections shown in figure 5
can be used for calibrating the other meter functions bandwidth requirements than would actually be
on those wattmeters which can also measure input needed in real systems.
voltage and current shunt voltage. Linear system modelling is both approximate and
time consuming when applied to real systems. It
would be of benefit to many test engineers if an
Determining Wattmeter instrument and associated test techniques were
Requirements available to use on wideband power systems to define
wattmeter requirements. In this section, we will
A typical application where a wideband wattmeter describe and illustrate the use of a calculating digital
might be needed for accurate power measurement is oscilloscope, with Fourier transform capabilities, to
shown in figure 8, a chopper-driven dc motor. This analyze significant power bandwidth in chopper
system will be referred to later in this section in systems.
power measurement examples. (Note that in the Average power is the summation of all V'k/k terms
figure, measurement parameter polarities are in some for all of the spectral components of u(t) and i(t). Vk
cases opposite to the normal current flows, resulting and Ik are the complex Fourier magnitudes, and •
in negative magnitudes for some parameters.) Maisel denotes taking the complex conjugate. (Phase
(ref. 2) analyzed the meter bandwidth required for a information is contained in the complex format.)
model of this system with some nominal parameters The cross-power spectral density of two periodic
and determined the Fourier harmonics required to waveforms of the same period is
achieve power measurements with errors of less than
1 percent, for varying chopper duty cycle and motor ._
back emf. Maisel's analysis assumed zero switching Pxy(_o)=27r _.a Y'kXk6(o;--k_01)
times and therefore would tend to predict higher k=-_
The real part of Y*t.Xk versus frequency is the From these values, several results can be
spectrum of components comprising average power determined. The dc power is average voltage times
when _= _ and Xk=Ik . An instrument which can average current, or -2.6 watts. The ac power is
generate cross-power spectrum, Y*z(f).XT(f), where therefore -14.5 - (-2.6) = -11.9 watts. Vrrnstimes Irrns
YT(f) and Xz(f) are the Fourier transforms of y(t) equals 14.5 volt-amperes, which verifies that the
and x(t) over the time period T, can therefore "load" is resistive.
determine the average power contribution of each The simulated waveforms were then resampled at a
spectral component of a periodic waveform, rate of 50 kilohertz for purposes of spectral analysis.
Visual display of the cross-power spectrum enables Fourier transforms of voltage and current were taken
the test engineer to quickly determine the highest by keyboard command and then the cross-power
spectral component required for the accuracy spectrum was obtained as shownin figure9(b), where
desired, only the positive, nonzero frequency components are
A commercial instrument previously discussed as a displayed. The trace showing the real part of the
digital wattmeter can function as a Fourier transform cross-power spectrum is expanded for easier viewing.
calculator. The calculating digital oscilloscope has Each data point is separated by 2 kilohertz and range
preprogrammed function keys which can operate on from the fundamental at 2 kilohertz to the rightmost
stored data samples and can generate spectral data. harmonic at 24 kilohertz. From these data, table III
The spectral resolution is 1/Nt s, where N is the was generated by doubling the positive frequency
number of data samples and ts is the time interval magnitudes to show the average power in each
between samples. The full scale frequency is 1/(2ts). harmonic and the total ac power in those harmonic
In the remainder of this section, several examples components. The total ac power shown in the table
of analyses for simulated and real chopper systems covers spectral components to 24 kilohertz. (The
will be presented. The purpose for detailing these accuracy of the Fourier transformation is not being
examples is not to present specific data but to tested here, since the goal is to obtain enough
illustrate the technique and to provide insight into the quantitative spectral information to determine the
results to be expected in similar applications, required wattmeter bandwidth.)
Since 1 percent of the total average power is -0.14
Example I watt, it can be seen that even the highest harmonics
shown in table III collectively contribute significantly
The idealized simulation presented in Example 1is to the power if accuracies on the order of I percent
a wideband, "resistive-load" application. The are desired.
voltage and current waveforms for this simulation The imaginary cross-power spectral components
were generated with a dual output pulse generator, were also summed; their total was only -0.2 volt-
Since the two outputs are opposite in polarity, the ampere. This result is consistent with a (simulated)
generated "load" voltage is opposite from the resistive load.
conventional polarity for a positive current through a A subsequent spectral analysis at 100 kilohertz
resistive load, resulting in a negative power sampling (50 kHz full scale) revealed power
magnitude. Figure 9(a) shows the system waveforms: components of as much as 0.05 watt to the sixteenth
trace A is load current, on/off with a duty cycle of 17 harmonic (32 kHz).
percent at a chopping rate of 1992hertz (These data (For a purely resistive load, the relative power
were obtained at a 500-kilohertz sampling rate); trace spectrum can be obtained from the square of the
B is load voltage; trace C is instantaneous power, Fourier transform of either the voltage or current
calculated as A x B. Average power is calculated by waveform, since they are related by only the scalar
the instrument to be -14.5 watts after an appropriate R.)
amperes-per-volt scale factor is used to convert trace
A's millivoltage input to equivalent amperes. Example2
Keyboard commands can be used to generate rms
voltage and current, and waveform integration Example 2 is also of a simulated system; but the
commands give average voltage and current: waveforms approximate a dc motor application.
Again the use of a dual output generator to provide
grins = 6.49 V the waveforms resulted in a negative voltage polarity
Irms= 2.24 A and a corresponding negative power. Figure 10shows
the current, voltage, and power waveforms. Trace a
Vave= -2.66 V is motor current and reflects time constants found
lave = 0.988 A with inductive loads. Trace b is motor voltage and
a. Current. O--
b. Voltage. O--
c. Power. O--
(a) Current. voltaqe,andcalculatedinstantaneouspower.
a. Realpart of cross- O--
powerspectrum
(b)Realpart of complexcross-pewerspectrumof current andvoltage.
Figure9. - Sampledwaveformsfor examplei. a resistiveloadsimulation.
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TABLE III.-AVERAGEPOWER Sincethe dc power calculatesto be -9.31watts, the
FOREACHacFOURIER ac power is -5.1 watts. Also, Vrm s times Irms is 18.1
COMPONENT IN EXAMPLE1 volt-amperes, indicating a phase angle greater than
zero at one or more of the ac power spectral
Harmonic Analyzer acpower, components. Table IV shows the spectral analytical
frequency, w results, both real and imaginary, together with
kHz calculated phase angle. Here, since 1 percent of
1 2.002 -4.56 average power is -0.14 watt, there is no significant
2 4.004 -3.38 power beyond the second harmonic, or 4 kilohertz.
3 6.006 -1.92 This result is due to the relatively low bandwidth
4 8.008 -.764 current waveform, and to the large de power5 10.01 -.148
6 11.96 -.024 component.
7 14.01 -.148 The discrepancybetween the waveform calculated
8 16.02 -.222 ac power of -5.1 watts and the spectrum-derived
9 18.02 -.222 power of -4.8 watts is a typical demonstration of the
10 20.02 -.099 instrument limitations in accurately analyzing11 21.97 -.074
12 23.98 -.050 frequency spectra. The spectrum analysis techniques
describedin this report are presentedonly as methods
Total ac power -11.62 tO define power bandwidth and not as alternate
techniquesfor accuratelymeasuring power.
The nexttwo exampleswereobtained from data on
trace c is calculated instantaneous load power. The an actual chopper-driven dc motor system.
frequency of chopping is 2015 hertz. The gampling
rate is 200 kilohertz.The voltage, current, and power
calculations of interest are Example 3
Figure 11(a) showsthe battery waveformsobtained
Vave=-5.01V during a 400-hertz chopper-driven dc motor test.
![are= 1.86A Figure 8 shows the system and defines the polarities
Vrms= 8.06 V of the measurement parameters. (Although actualpowers in kilowatts were involved,scale factors used
lrms= 2.24 A in the data handling were the same as those used in
Pave=-14.4 W the simulations; hence the current and power
a. Motorcurrent. O_
b. Motorvoltage. O_
c. Power. O_
Figure10. - Sampledwaveformsfor example2, adc motorsimulation, showingmotorcurrent andcalculated
instantaneouspower.
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TABLE IV. -COMPLEX ac CROSS-POWER
SPECTRAL COMPONENTS FOR
EXAMPLE 2
Harmonic Real cross power Imaginary Phase angle,
(average power), cross power, Oi,
W V-A deg
1 -4.16 5.01 130
2 -0.69 .15 168
3 .01 -.01 --45
4 ..... .02 -90
5 ..... .01 -90
6 .... .01 90
-4.84 5.13 ---
a. Batterycurrent. O--
b. Batteryvoltage. O--
c. Power. O--
(a)Batterycurrent andvoltagewaveformsandcalculatedinstantaneouspower.
a. Realpartof cross- O--
powerspectrum.
_b)Cross-powerspectrumfor typicalchopper-drivendcmotor.
Figure 11.- Sampledwaveformsfor example3.
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readings are only proportionally correct.) The key Example 4
points to be noted for this example are that, in spite
of the 30 percent duty cycle, over 80 percent of the Example 4 illustrates actual dc motor power
battery power withdrawn is dc power, and that the ac waveforms (see fig. 12). Refer again to figure 8 for
power is opposite in sign to the dc power, definitions of the system parameters. Trace a is
Trace a shows the battery current and trace b motor current; trace b is motor voltage; and trace c is
shows the battery voltage which decreases in calculated instantaneous power. The averagepower,
magnitude when current is drawn. Trace c is the from the waveforms, is 104.7 watts. The dc power is
calculated instantaneous power. 96.8 watts, with an expected ac power of 7.9 watts.
The average power was calculated from the The harmonic powers determined from the real part
waveforms to be -50.9 watts. The dc power was of the cross-power spectrum are: 6.6 watts at the
calculated to be -59.8 watts. The expected ac power is fundamental and 0.4 watt at the second harmonic for
8.9 watts, a total ac power of 7.0 watts. The imaginary cross-
The real part of the cross-power spectrum is shown power spectral magnitude totalled -9.1 volt-ampere,
in figure ll(b). (The broadening of each harmonic resulting in a power factor of about 0.6 for the motor
component into more than one frequency interval is load. This contrasts with the power factor for
due primarily to limitations in the filter calculations Example 3, of battery power, which was about 1.
used in the discrete Fourier transformation; the Battery and motor power data were taken at a total
frequency lines related to each harmonic are summed of five operating points. Figure 13plots the ac power
to give the magnitude at that harmonic.) The contribution to total power as a function of chopper
harmonic powers can be summarized as: 4.5 watts at duty cycle. Even though the battery waveform
the fundamental; 2.5 watts at the second harmonic; spectra were of wider bandwidth than those for
and 0.5 watt at the third harmonic; totaling to 7.5 motor power, the total ac power in both parts of the
watts of ac power. (The discrepancy between 7.5 and system were approximately the same for a given duty
8.9 W is not negligible, but the spectral data were cycle.
obtained minutes after the average power Although no conclusive results can be drawn from
waveforms. The system operating cl_aracteristics the data on one system, this potential functional
could not be held unvarying over this period of time. relationship between ac power contribution and duty
Since we were interested in general characteristics cycle could be used to predict power measurement
and relative spectral components, repeatability in errors for those cases where a curve can be
operating point selection was not stressed.) The established for the system. This information,
imaginary part of the cross-power spectrum was together with bandwidth-duty cycle correlations,
zero; therefore, the power factor for the load on the could be used to predict wattmeter errors over the
battery was unity, full operating range of the chopper.
a. Motorcurrent. O_
b. Motorvoltage. 0
c. Power. O--
Figure12.- Sampledwaveformsfor example4, motorcurrent andvoltageandcalculatedinstantaneouspowerfor
typicalchopper-drivendcmotor.
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different techniques of instrumentation will also aid
z0-- _ in establishingconfidence.
\ This report describes straightforward engineering- 0 Batterypower(negativeacpower)techniques for a new application. The primary
_, 15 _3_. 1-I M°t°rpower(positiveacpower) conclusionsto be drawn are as follows:
_ 1. Electronic wattmeters capable of measuring
power in switchingcircuit applications are available.
_1o 2. Analyticalinstrumentscan be used to determine
the power bandwidth requirements.
3. Power measurement is sensitiveto phase shifts
5-- in the current and voltagesignals, and this sensitivity
__ increasesas power factor decreases.Matchingof the
phase shifts can eliminate these errors, but the
[ ] I I I I matching must include the current transducers and
10 zo 30 40 50 60 the signalconditioning electronicsin both the current
Dutycycle (percent) of400-Hzchopper and voltage channels.
4. Calibration of wideband wattmeters usingFigure13. - Percentageoftotalpowerfor batteryoutputanddcmotor
loaddeliveredasacpowerin typicalchopper-drivensystem, variable frequency,variablephasesinewaveformsis
the only NBS-traceablemethod available. This type
of calibration data can be used to define meter
bandwidth as a function of input power factor and
Concluding Remarks can be used a-sa basis for comparisonof wattmeters.
5. Current shunt selection and calibration is an
A careful review of the power measurement important factor in achieving accurate power
requirements for an inverter or chopper application measurement.
is very important to the selection of optimum In addition to wattmeter selection and usage, the
instrumentation in terms of performance versuscost. careful engineeringpractices recommended for any
Waveform analysis, even in an approximate form, low levelsignal measurement apply to current shunt
can be used to obtain valuableresults for determining signals.A coaxial shunt may have less resistancethan
power meter specifications. But calibration and a foot-long piece of current conducting cable.
evaluationof the chosenwattmeter is requiredbefore Therefore placement of the signal common is very
confidence in the power readings can be attained, critical to accurate measurement, especiallywhen a
Agreement of measurements obtained with two singleended wattmeter is used.
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Appendix--A Channel Mismatch Parameter for a Wattmeter Model
In this appendix, we will develop an approximate 1
model of an analog multiplier-based wattmeter _-_Vl(to)Hl(to)®V2(to)H2(to)(similar to Maisel's (ref. 2) model) for the purpose of
defining a parameter of mismatch between the
current and voltage channels. This parameter can be = _ Vl(X)Hl(x)V2(to-x)H2(to-x)dx (A2)determined fr m calibration data and the esulting __.
model can be used to predict input frequency-
sensitive wattmeter errors. Intermediate equations in
the development of the simple model can be chosen where _0= 27rf. For our sinusoidal analysis, let
as a more detailed model if the frequency parameters
of the wattmeter under test have been defined. The Vl(t) = Vp cos tolt (A3)
derivation was done in the frequency domain to
facilitate extensions or modifications to the model
for higher order system functions or nonsinusoidal VE(t)=Ip cos(tolt+¢l) (A4)
inputs.
The wattmeter model will be defined by the
following equation: Also, for simplification of the model, let Hi(to),
H2(to), and H4(to) be described by first order low pass
Vo= VII1 cos(_ol+27rfltd) (A1) transfer functions, where HI and H2 are due to
amplifier roll off and H4 is the filtering action which
where generates an average power signal. Then,
Vo output power reading for a sinusoidal input at
1 (A5)
frequency fl HI(t°) - 1+ (Jto/toa)V1 rms voltage
I1 rms current 1
_1 phase angle between voltage and current H2(to)- 1+ (Jto/tob) (A6)
fl input frequency
1 (A7)
td mismatch parameter H4(to) - 1+ (Jto/toc)Figure 14 shows the wattmeter transfer function
block diagram. All transfer functions are assumed
linear except for the multiplier. The multiplier is where j = 4-- 1, and toa,C°b,and tocare the corner fre-
assumed to be ideal. Convolution in H3 (to)is defined quencies for the three transfer functions. The con-
by volution output Vo(to) for sinusoidal inputs becomes
{ ftoaWb[tod'°b+ to2--jtol(tob--toa)]e-J¢l + toatob[toatob+ to,2+ jtol(tob_ toa)]ei¢l "_
2 _- (toatob+ to_)2 + to2(tob _ toa)2
+ b(to- 2tol) toatobeiVl + 6(to+ 2tol Ltoatob--Jtol(toa+ oob)-- to (A8)to_l,+Jtol(toa+too)- to_
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where 6(x) is the delta function. If the filter cutoff
frequency we< <Wl, the average power as measured
by the meter is 1/2_rtimes the coefficient of the 6(_o)
term. Further simplification yields
v°=V_2Ico2w_+wacobW2)co_s_°_l+-WlC°aWb--(coa-C°b)sin_°ltco2co_+ o_4 + co2(_ 2 + w_) (A9)
If Wa= Wb (perfectly matched channels), the sin _ To determine td for a given wattmeter, inputs at c0]
term will be zero. If, also, col<<O_a, then are applied for large phase angles _1, and co1 is
Vo=(VpI p cos _01)/2, which is the true average increased until a significant error in measured power
power. For real wattmeters, however, wa#cob. We factor (apparent phase angle) occurs. Then td can be
want to show that for OgaT_cob, and for co1<0.2 Wa, calculated from the difference between the actual
the angle correction can be approximated by treating input phase angle and the apparent phase angle.
the channel mismatch as a pure time delay added to Repeatability of results for different frequencies and
the input phase shift, as cos (_oI +2rcfltd). Let phase angles will verify the validity of equation (A1)
col < <coa and col< <Wb. Then for the wattmeter. To ensure that the measurement
errors are not due to magnitude rolloff, inputs at 0*
V2__ [ ] phase should be applied for the chosen W,l'Sand theVo= cos _o1+col(coa-cob)sin _Pl (A10) output checked for flatness for frequencies in this
coaWb range (since the sensitivity of Vo to witd will be a
minimum at _1=0°). Wattmeter errors due to
channel mismatch can then be calculated for any
Since for y small, cos (x+y)=cos x-y sin x; then angle _o1 and for any col, where Wl< <coa and
°_1< <cob.
c°s(_l+coltd) =- cos_l-coltd sin _Pl (All) The parameter td was determined for several
available electronic wattmeters. The values obtained
ranged from 0.01 to 0.25 microsecond. In all cases
If weset--Wltd=Wl(COa--OJb)/WaWb, the first order wattmeter model resulted in
reasonably consistent data and a value for td which
COb-- coa could be used to determine approximate errors over a
td = -- (A12) wide range of frequencies and phase angles.coaWb
In another form, where Ta=l/co a and rb=/cob,
td= Ta- rb. Therefore,
Vl_) _ _H3_).1YApVo= _ cos 1_Ol+Wl(ra--rb) ] (A13)
VI_)HI_) V_lw)
®
_ H4(_)) I_--_ Vo(_)
or V2(_)H2_)
V2_)V 0 =VlI l COS(_P 1 +27rfltd) (A1)
Figure14. - Transferfunctionsfor modelof electronicwattmeter.
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